Featured: Social distancing example with Leon Vinci ’72, son Doug, and grandson Aiden wearing our “I Miss Baseball” T-shirts; since Opening Day was delayed this season due to the COVID-19 Pandemic event.
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Review of Consecrating Science: Wonder, Knowledge, and the Natural World. By Lisa Sideris


Introducing Polydoxy

There Goes the Universe
Research death notices and more for Rome Recent obituaries & death notices in IN. [Back to top]. Take a peek into the past! The history of Rome includes the history of the city of Rome as well as the civilisation of ancient Rome. Roman history has been influential on the modern world, especially in the history of the Catholic Church, and Roman law has influenced many modern legal systems. Roman history can be divided into the following periods: Pre-historical and early Rome, covering Rome's earliest inhabitants and the legend of its founding by Romulus. LibriVox recording of The Rome Express, by Arthur Griffiths. The passengers in the sleeping car of the Rome Express were just woken and informed that they will reach Paris soon, and a general bustle fills the train. Only one passenger cannot be awoken by the porter, no matter how loudly he knocks on the compartment door. At last, when the door is forced open, the occupant of the compartment is found dead - stabbed to the heart! The murderer must be found among the passengers (Summary by Carolin).